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New Collector Trolley for AKAPP Conductor System Available
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ted warehouses and available in 4-,
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Advantages of the continuous capper
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conductors

The parabalie wheels and the unique
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rect guidance of the collector trolleys
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and optimizes the electrical contact
the
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The

carbon brushes themselves are also

Low maintenance casts, cleaning
rarely necessary

bon brushes and p.v.c. rail housing
with

Voltage drop remains constant and

capper conductors
make it a lso suitab/e for
use in deep-freeze storages.

as low as possible

in the section grooves of the housing.
This results in minimal wear of car

Low wear of the carbon brushes,
because no joints in capper

four spring construction ensure cor

The parabalie whee/s and the unique
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Also suitable for use with aisle
changing stacker eranes.

Also suitable for use in deep-freeze
starages (temperatures down to
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